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Technology is transforming customer service
Principles for customer service – the provision of assistance and advice by companies to
their customers – are well established. Technological advances, however, are transforming
the industry and customer expectations.
Glass screens, which once separated customers from in-store service agents, are being
replaced with touch screens connecting smartphone users with chatbots powered by
artificial intelligence.
Today, customers demand a fast, personalised experience in their communication channel
of choice. When asking about a product or service, 66% of consumers expect a same-day
response to their query (source: Lithium Technologies).
Our Customer Service Playbook provides customer service managers at early stage
companies with a blueprint for success. We draw on discussions with industry-leading
managers, collectively responsible for 3,000 agents, to offer best practices in areas
ranging from structuring and managing your team to leveraging artificial intelligence
and outsourcing.
In chapter one, we examine structure and management – how to:
• build a capacity model to plan for growth;
• structure your team for scale;
• manage your team and its performance.
In chapter two, we look at scaling – how to:
• minimise attrition;
• hire effectively and at scale.
In chapter three, we explore technology – how to:
• select a technology platform;
• develop effective self-service;
• use artificial intelligence.
In chapter four, we consider outsourcing – how to:
• decide whether to outsource;
• manage an outsourcer effectively.
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Introduction
Startups can learn from large operators
Customer service is a significant industry in the UK. In January 2018, there were
6,200 contact centres in the UK (source: ContactBabel). Together they seat 770,000
agents – approximately the population of Leeds – and comprise four percent of the
UK workforce.
A UK contact centre averages 120 agents (source: ContactBabel). Larger operators (with
250 agents or more) comprise nine percent of sites, average 657 agents, and employ half
of all agents. Smaller operators, averaging 65 agents, comprise 91 percent of sites and
employ the remaining half.
While startups’ contact centres are smaller, you can apply lessons from large operators’
structure and operations. Below, we describe best practices for a consistent service and
scalable team.
In section one, we look at planning – how to:
• build a capacity model to anticipate the number of agents you will require;
• plan for unexpected swings in volume.
In section two, we consider management – how to:
• design your management structure;
• conduct effective one-to-one reviews.
In section three, we examine performance – how to:
• demonstrate what ‘great looks like’;
• establish a ‘traffic light’ escalation system.

6,200

contact centres in the UK,
as of January 2018.
Source: ContactBabel
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How to plan for success
Build a capacity model to link growth with agent requirements
A simple capacity model can establish the relationships between business growth, customer
contacts and agent requirements. Order volume is typically the common thread; selling X units
per week will imply Y customer contacts that require Z agents to respond.
For a service business you can apply the same principle – of matching growth to contacts –
to contract renewals.
‘Shrinkage’ is the difference between an agent’s contracted hours and time spent addressing
customer enquiries. For an agent working a 40 hour week, 20% shrinkage is typical and implies
a little over 90 minutes per day spent in training, meetings or lunch.
In the following example, a retailer receiving 1,000 customer contacts per week, with agents
addressing 384 contacts per week, will require 2.6 agents. It’s typical to see uneven numbers
when planning resource; managers round up on the expectation that growth will outperform.
Retailer example
Customer contacts
Orders per week			
Customer contact rate		
Customer contacts per week

10,000
10%
1,000

Agent Responses
Agent hours per week		
40
Shrinkage (%)			20
Shrinkage (hours)			8
Actionable agent hours per week
32
Agent contacts per hour		
12
Agent contacts per week		
384
Agents
Customer contacts per week
1,000
Agent contacts per week		
384
Agents required			2.6
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Apply your capacity model to budgeted growth
Estimate the number of agents you will require in the future by considering the next year of
anticipated orders, or contract renewals, and applying your expected contact rate.

“Our forecasts were based on renewals and issued at the start
of the year. They were typically 95% accurate and governed
the team – from steering hiring to accepting holiday requests.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
Refine your projection into weekly and daily requirements. Weekly projections enable you
to align customer service with the company’s marketing activity, so agent supply matches
uneven demand. It’s important to consider daily requirements because demand may be
significantly higher, or lower, during weekends.
Be present at business growth meetings
While achieving plan on 95% of occasions is achievable for an established business,
volumes in startups are uncertain and can catch you off guard.

“There are two scenarios where you’re caught off guard with
growth. The first is that growth outperforms; the second is that it
underperforms. Both are bad for customer service. In the former,
customer service is swamped with tickets and a stressful place to
work. In the latter, customer service is an expensive cost centre.”
Bobby Amirahmadi, former Head of Customer Care, Gousto
To anticipate swings in volume, ensure that a customer service representative is present
at meetings regarding business growth.

“For a senior team leader, forecasting and planning are the
most important areas in which to be close to the business.”
Scott Barker, Head of Customer Care, Missguided
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Plan for swings in volume
While a customer service department is usually busy, an overworked one is a stressful
environment that increases employee attrition and reduces customer satisfaction.

“It’s your best people that leave first when they’re
overworked. They’re the ones who can get jobs
elsewhere, yet they’re also the ones you need
most to get through a difficult time.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, Storystream
Most customer service managers have been through a crisis – a time when the number
of customer enquiries has materially exceeded expectations. During a crisis, seek more
capacity – either by freeing existing agents’ time or adding resource. Here’s how:
1. P
 lan for swings in volume before a crisis occurs. ‘War game’ situations in which contract
renewals drop or orders exceed plan. Discuss responses with the Finance and HR
functions to agree plans in advance.
2. Increase internal resource. Options include:
• Freeing existing agents’ time by pausing cross-selling.
• Offering holiday to attract resource when required. For example, agents providing two
hours of their time during a busy day receive four hours off on quiet days.
• Adding non-customer service or outbound-focused employees to the team on a shortterm basis.
3. U
 se agencies to add resource. Agencies can provide resource at short notice,
whether or not they form part of your usual recruitment process. Brief two agencies
ahead of time with knowledge of the candidate profiles you seek and rates you will pay.
4. Keep a database of candidates to approach directly. For every agent you hire, you’re
likely to speak with nine unsuccessful candidates. Within that pool, select candidates
who may be suitable to address a short-term need.
5. Use an outsourcer. Develop a relationship with a third party customer service provider
and delegate to them a proportion of contacts. We explain how to work with an
outsourcer in chapter four.
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How to manage your team
Structure the team for effective management
Customer service teams typically comprise a group of customer-facing agents who report
to a non-customer facing manager. There may be an additional layer of management – a
semi-customer-facing-agent – that we describe below.
Non-customer-facing managers represent a fixed cost. Varying the ratio of managers
to agents is primarily a trade-off between cost and service quality. While 12 agents per
manager is industry average, the ratio is lower for startups. Eight agents per manager is
typical but companies can have as few as five agents per manager.

“Managers play a vital role in the contact centre. But they carry
a fixed cost. So if you’re optimising for cost, scale them back,
and vice versa for quality.”
Scott Barker, Head of Customer Care, Missguided
When choosing a ratio, remember that managers’ time is quickly filled with one-to-one
discussions, training and quality assessments. Choose a structure that enables effective
management.
Weekly one-to-one discussions are essential
One-to-one management contact is essential in any role, including customer service.
Given the stress of agents’ roles a reserved, weekly slot in which agents can express
frustrations, de-stress and talk is invaluable.
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“One-to-ones happen without fail, typically at the
start of the week. Every Friday, the agent receives
and reviews their Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
for the following week. During the one-to-one, the
agent leads and talks through what’s going well,
what they’re enjoying, where they can improve and
how we can help. By letting the agent draw out their
self-improvement, they’re bought into achieving
the result.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
Evaluate layering in additional management
Introducing an additional layer of management offers career progression (see chapter
two) and relieves pressure on senior managers.
Typically, the supplementary layer is a senior agent – a customer-facing agent who also has
a portion of their week reserved for management.

“Senior agents bridge the gap between agents
and managers. They are someone the agents feel
comfortable talking to in a less strictly managerial
sense, which can help de-stress the agents and
the team.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
Senior agents can also complete ‘manager callbacks’ and serve as a line of defence for
escalated calls. In addition, their presence supports staff tenure while offering managers
greater scalability.
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How to manage performance
Clarify what ‘good’ looks like
Monitoring performance is an essential aspect of customer service. However, before you
monitor, clarify what you expect. In areas including cross-selling targets, data protection
checks, tone of voice and compensation thresholds, agents need to know what is
expected of them.

“Our refund policy sits on the agents’ desks and is on posters
on the walls. It’s incredibly easy to follow, so agents know
exactly how much they are permitted to give a customer in
compensation for any issue they are likely to encounter.”
Bobby Amirahmadi, former Head of Customer Care, Gousto
Establish a ‘traffic light’ escalation process
Having established standards and rules for the function, implement a process for
infractions. Managers we spoke with operate ‘traffic light’ systems with green, amber and
red ratings to reflect levels of performance.

“Colours work better than numbers. It’s easier to give someone
a ‘green’ than a score of 80%. It just makes more sense.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
The cost of a red light – of not achieving an essential level of performance – varies
between companies. In a commission-based environment, a red light may trigger the
loss of a financial bonus. In a non-commission environment, a red light may trigger a first
step in a disciplinary process.
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Case study: performance disciplinary process
Ensure you seek appropriate legal advice before developing and implementing a
performance disciplinary process. The following simplified example is for illustrative
purposes only.
Stage one – Initial Identification
• If, during monthly spot checks, an agent’s work falls short of an agreed standard, a flag
will be raised.
• The team leader who conducted the spot check will schedule a meeting. In this meeting,
the team leader will highlight and discuss what occurred, underline the importance of
appropriate conduct and performance, and make a record of the conversation.
• The team leader will offer training in the area in which the agent is underperforming.
Beyond this, no further action is taken.
Stage two – Formal Identification
• If an agent makes a further breach within three months, the team leader will arrange
a second meeting.
• In this meeting the team leader will discuss what has occurred, highlight the importance
of achieving necessary levels of performance, and establish whether there is further
training the company can offer to avoid future breaches.
• The team leader will explain that this is a formal meeting, after which the agent will
receive a formal written warning and receive a note on his or her personnel file.
Stage three – Escalation
• If an agent makes a further breach within three months, a meeting will be arranged
with both their team leader and department head.
• In this meeting, the department head will discuss the importance of meeting team
standards and highlight that further breaches cannot be tolerated.
• The agent will receive a further, formal letter from the team leader, setting out the
facts and that further breaches will not be tolerated.
Stage four – Final Contract Review
• If an agent breaches standards of performance again within a three month period,
a meeting will be arranged with the team leader.
• In this meeting, the team leader will explain to the agent that a formal disciplinary
meeting will be arranged, consistent with the company’s employee handbook.
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Conduct reviews should be regular and ‘light touch’ for managers
Having established the expectations for ‘good’ performance, and with an escalation
process in place, spot check a minimum of five customer contacts per agent each month.
While not spanning an agent’s full workload, checking five contacts per month will be
sufficient to instil a culture of checks – and still require up to an hour of management time
per agent.

“Performance reviews should not become too onerous, both to
ensure they happen and so both parties look forward to them.”
Scott Barker, Head of Customer Care, Missguided
Use data to focus
Guide direct management, including quality checks and one-to-one discussions,
through data. Review team KPIs and focus attention on struggling individuals.

“Customer Satisfaction (CSAT) scores, first response times and
logging accuracy are all pretty standard criteria measured in
customer service. We also looked at repeat rates, to get a more
commercial measure of how someone was doing. Look at these
things by agent and you’ll know where to focus your efforts.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
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Introduction
Employee attrition is costly and disruptive
The average UK contact centre seats 120 agents (source: ContactBabel). Employee
attrition in the industry averages 21% annually – implying that contact centres are typically
replacing 25 agents per year to meet stable demand.
While startups have fewer agents than large operators, your staffing challenge is amplified
by rates of attrition that may be higher and by growing volumes of customer orders.
At startups, employee attrition of 40% or more is common, as managers have less hiring
experience and lack resource to structure and oversee the customer service function
adequately.
Hiring an agent typically costs a fifth of an agent’s salary in recruitment, set-up and
training costs. Losing an agent also bleeds experience from your team. Minimising
employee attrition and developing effective hiring procedures should, therefore,
be a focus for any customer service manager. Below, we explain how to do so.
In section one we examine attrition – how to:
• monitor and reduce agent attrition.
In section two we look at hiring – how to:
• design an efficient hiring process;
• offer appropriate training to new agents.

21%

Average annual employee attrition
in the contact centre industry.
Source: ContactBabel
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How to minimise attrition
Openness, progression, fun and monitoring will minimise attrition
The most effective managers achieve rates of attrition half the industry average. We spoke
with these managers. Below are their four principles of management that are transferable
to your team.
1. Encourage a culture of openness
Customer service is a stressful job. Agents are on the ‘front line’, for hours every day, with
upset customers who rely on the agents to solve their problems. A culture of openness
means being candid about this reality, from the beginning of your company’s engagement
with a candidate.
From the earliest stages of interviews, offering examples of the work that agents will
encounter will highlight that the role is not suitable for everyone. Doing so sets realistic
expectations, so when an agent encounters their first upset customer it won’t come
as a surprise.

“In general, the attitude of management is ‘this is a
hard job. We know that. We won’t hide it, but we
will do whatever we can to make it easier.’ This gets
buy-in from people, as you aren’t hiding the issues.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
Agents should also be encouraged to be open with their managers. In addition to
structured, weekly one-to-one discussions, each month agents should have an additional
hour away from their desk with their manager. There is no agenda for these meetings; they
are deliberately unstructured and designed to encourage openness through conversation.

“An extra, monthly one-to-one session without an
agenda helps agents to feel unchained from their
desk and able to get things off their chest. It’s a
good way to de-stress.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
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2. Build progression into your structure
Agents’ professional progression should be structured and designed to offer a continuous
route forward during the first 18 to 24 months of employment – with clear steps to senior
management thereafter.
A suitable structure is:
1. Training (six weeks): A programme that concludes with candidates becoming agents.
Certify and celebrate success.
2. E
 asy calls (one month): New agents ‘hit the phones’, knowing they will take
straightforward calls. Updating a customer’s policy details, after a change of address,
is an example of an easier call. Easier calls are neither stressful nor earn commission.
Accordingly, there is an incentive for agents to tackle more profitable calls.
3. Moderate calls (three months): After getting comfortable with easy calls, agents
progress to calls of moderate difficulty. These are typically a 50%/50% blend of
policy updates (easier calls) and cancellations (more challenging calls, as agents try
to encourage customers to stay). The latter earn commission, so agents have a
financial incentive.
4. Hard calls (six months): Top performers progress to 100% retention-based calls. Agents
are regarded as high performers and their remuneration can increase significantly
based on results.
5. Senior agent (six to 12 months): Senior agents serve as the conduit between
agents and managers. Their role involves more than hitting numerical targets – they
manage and develop others. Accordingly, the role offers agents progression beyond
remuneration alone.
6. Manager (12 to 24 months): Progression to a management position is typically available
only to senior agents, not external hires. Most of the department’s management team
comprises people who have performed well in the customer service role.
Progression from candidate to manager typically takes two years, after which progression
is available to higher levels of management. While this structure for progression and
financial reward may not be universally applicable (large teams, for example, may require
a different approach) you can select appropriate concepts for your company.
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3. Make the workplace fun
Consistent with the management philosophy “this is a difficult job – we’ll make it as easy
as possible”, create an office atmosphere that is enjoyable for agents and reduces
their stress.
Best practices include:
• Team members dedicated to planning regular games and competitions. These are
ad hoc ideas for fun to provide variety in the workplace and are not necessarily linked
to agents’ results.
• A monthly budget, at the team level, for team lunches together, drinks after work and
office decorations. These are not linked to performance.
• A specified team member making tea and coffee runs at peak hours to provide timely
refreshment.
• Departmental prizes, such as holidays, to reward the highest performers. Celebrate
these awards publicly.
4. Monitor, report and take action
Each week, managers should complete a matrix to identify agents at risk of leaving. Group
agents into categories of ‘green’, ‘amber’ and ‘red’. These reports should be sent to
senior management, who should expect managers to take proactive steps to re-engage
those most at risk of leaving.

“The agents at most risk of leaving are the ones who
are doing ‘just fine’. These are the ones who would get
our focus to re-engage. A classic example would be
offering the opportunity to mentor a new employee
– which can enable someone to demonstrate
leadership skills and open up progression.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
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How to hire
Hiring is ‘always on’ – so make it straightforward
There are multiple ways to hire customer service agents. Startups typically use a mixture
of recruiters, dedicated internal resource and manager-led recruiting. Assume that hiring
is ‘always on’. Accordingly, managers should develop a hiring process that blends
thoroughness (to secure good candidates) with ease (to avoid over-burdening managers).
An efficient way to achieve this blend, when hiring multiple agents, is to use an assessment
centre. Assessment centres enable efficient evaluation of multiple candidates, as well as
insight into group behaviour.

“Assessment centres are the best way to hire when you are
looking for three or more agents in a single intake.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
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Case study: the assessment centre
To operate an assessment centre, the first step is to plan timings and scale. Anticipate
demand requirements in three months’ time and plan recruitment volumes accordingly.

“A quarter ahead, we look at expected demand
from renewals and hire according to that.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
When you know the number of agents you wish to hire, begin with phone interviews or
instruct a recruiter to pool sufficient candidates to attend your assessment day.

“We’d multiply our target by ten (to allow for the
typical success rate from the phone interview stage)
and start doing enough phone interviews to find
candidates for the assessment centre stage.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
Following phone interviews, progress successful candidates to the assessment
centre stage.

“The assessment centre takes up most of a day.
It involves a group session, a presentation of work
from the group session and face-to-face interviews.
Then we make offers – before starting phone
interviews again.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer
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Hire for empathy and a ‘can do’ attitude
Empathy and a ‘can do’ attitude are must-have traits in new agents. Empathy describes an
agent’s ability to put himself or herself in a customer’s shoes and understand a situation
from their perspective. A can-do attitude predicts an agent’s ability to deal with the
myriad challenges they will face in the role.

“I want someone who enjoys a challenge, will figure things out
for themselves and can think like a customer. At interview I ask
how a candidate would:
• respond when they don’t know the answer?
• become an subject matter expert in a new area?
• respond if a customer is complaining about a known issue?”
Bobby Amirahmadi, former Head of Customer Care, Gousto
Invest in training to reduce attrition
Reduce employee attrition with a comprehensive training programme. Agents are better
positioned for long-term success if they avoid the stress associated with a sudden start.

“The number one thing you want to avoid on an employee’s first
day on the phones is them not knowing what to do. It’s highly
stressful, and people will leave.”
Customer Service Manager, UK Insurer

“Customer service agents are motivated by helping others.
That’s why they’re in the job. If agents are put in a situation in
which they’re unable to help because of lack of training, they
will find the experience highly stressful and unsettling. That’s
not good for retention.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, Storystream
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Typically, training should last for two weeks or more. In a startup on a growth trajectory
and with 12 or more agents, a dedicated staff member usually delivers training. In smaller
companies, on a part-time basis team leaders, office managers or experienced team
members typically deliver training.
Beyond covering expected points, such as introductions to the company’s team and
products, training programmes should be business specific. To their cost, companies
frequently omit drawing on the implicit knowledge of senior team members. Ensure
that tips and tricks from existing team members are passed to new starters. If an agent is
particularly fast at processing contacts, for example, ask them to explain their approach to
new hires. If an agent’s call logging is best-in-class, ensure they show new team members
how they achieve this.

“Getting experienced employees to share tacit
knowledge with newer employers helps speed
up on-boarding. It’s useful for new starts and a
subtle way of recognising experienced agents.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, Storystream
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Introduction
Technology is transforming customer service
In the past 20 years, there has been a dramatic shift from phone-based customer service
to text-based communication – email, chat and messaging. While, historically, 90% of
customer contacts were by phone, today just 30% of communication is voice-based
(source: MMC Ventures). This proportion continues to fall.

“The rise of text-based communication is the biggest turning
point for customer service in the past 20 years.”
Scott Barker, Head of Customer Care, Missguided
For a customer service agent, using technology is now a fundamental component of the
role. Agents begin their day logging into programs they will use throughout their shift.
For managers, the shift to text-based enquiries offers improved contact centre productivity
and efficiency. Email, chat and messenger enquiries can operate concurrently, with
template or macro-driven responses enabling more responses per hour. These channels
are also data-rich, offering greater automation over time.
In this chapter, we examine how managers can leverage technology.
In section one, we examine platforms – how to:
• select a platform according to business priorities;
• utilise your chosen platform effectively.
In section two, we highlight customer self-service – how to:
• evaluate different methods of contact resolution;
• create an effective self-service offering for customers.
In section three, we explain artificial intelligence (AI) – how to:
• understand the benefits of AI;
• use AI in customer service.
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How to select a technology platform
Technology platforms offer scale and functionality
A shared email inbox and single landline will not scale; selecting an appropriate contact
centre platform is essential for your company. Adequate inbox solutions, reliable
telephony, multi-channel capabilities, automation and analytics will enable you to serve
thousands of customers effectively.
Cloud-based contact centre platforms and applications – including Zendesk, Salesforce,
NewVoiceMedia and DigitalGenius, have proliferated. Cloud solutions offer lower upfront costs, access to advanced technologies and reduced investment in in-house support.
Select a platform according to business priorities
To select a platform, match features with business priorities. Priorities vary between
companies; develop a list of core priorities for yours. Questions to ask include:
• How big is your team? How will that change in one to two years?
• What site integration features do you need? Do you need, for example, client
self-service?
• How many channels (calls, email, live chat) do you offer? How many would you like
to cover?
• Do you transfer support tickets to other departments?
• Do you need tickets pre-filtered to transfer to a relevant specialism?
• Do you use macros or other forms of automation?
• How much is your company willing to pay?
Having evaluated providers that match your priorities, keep your selection under
periodic review.

“Think about what the business wants to achieve
and whether your tech resource can achieve it.
It’s a mapping exercise that needs to take place
at least once per year.”
Scott Barker, Head of Customer Care, Missguided
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NewVoiceMedia (a company in which we have invested) provides cloud-based contact
centre software. The Company’s solution integrates with Salesforce, provides effective
computer telephony integration (which enables customers to speak with suitable agents
every time), offers advanced voice infrastructure and delivers extensive analytics.
Use extensive functionality from day one
Platforms have hundreds of features. Identify features most relevant to your team and
embed them from the beginning. Doing so makes features second nature to agents and
avoids the need for retrofitting at a later stage.

“We made full use of Zendesk too late. Features including guide
mode, play mode and zero-touch solve are just a few examples
of elements we should have had in place from day one.”
Bobby Amirahmadi, former Head of Customer Care, Gousto

How to develop effective self-service
Understand the three methods of contact resolution
A company has three ways to resolve a customer query about a product or service such as
‘when will my delivery arrive?’ or ‘I can’t get my voucher to work.’ They are:
1. Context-based resolution – contextually-available information, such as an ‘i’ icon
which, when hovered over, provides information.
2. Knowledge-based resolution – frequently asked question (FAQ) pages, knowledge
bases or similar.
3. Human-centred resolution – customer service agents.
Methods one and two fall under ‘customer self-service’ – customer support without
escalation to a customer service agent. Customer self-service offers quicker, cheaper and
more scalable resolution of customer queries.

“Escalations are the enemy of customer self-service. For
repetitive and trivial queries, managers should obsess about
solving queries without escalating to a customer service agent.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, StoryStream
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Fast

Different methods have different dynamics
Context-based, knowledge-based and human-centred resolution each offer a different
speed of resolution and cost. Escalation involves a customer progressing from one
method to another to find an answer to their enquiry.

1

Speed of resolution

Context-based
resolutions

2
Knowledge-based
resolutions

3
Slow

Human-centred
resolutions

Low

Cost of Service

High

Source: MMC Venutres

Context-based resolutions solve customer queries with information provided in the flow
of a user’s activity. An ‘i’ icon, with a hover-over explanation, is typical. Context-based
resolution is fast and cost-effective because it requires no escalation.
Knowledge-based resolution involves customers visiting an FAQ page, or similar, for an
answer. While faster and less expensive than escalation to a customer service agent, the
customer must make extra clicks for resolution. In addition, it takes longer to create the
content than to create context-based resolutions.
Human-centred resolution, by customer service agents, offers the best customer
experience. Interactions with your brand enable a personal connection. However, for
repetitive queries (‘How can I get my voucher to work?’) human resolution is likely the
slowest and most expensive option.
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Follow five steps for effective customer self-service
An effective self-service system benefits everyone associated with customer support.
Agents avoid dealing with repetitive enquiries and focus on value-added work. Customers
enjoy a quicker response. Managers reduce contact volume and overall cost of service.
Follow this five-step approach to develop efficient customer self-service:
1. Take an inventory and categorise enquiries
Before building a self-service offering, take an inventory of customers’ enquiries. Why have
customers been getting in touch? A review of historic tickets will, if undertaken effectively:
• produce categories of customer enquiries that will remain constant as your team scales;
• highlight areas in which to focus self-service resources;
• provide baseline data for measuring success.
Categories vary between businesses. Typically, however, categorisation begins with
product groups before refining to products and then enquiry types. A financial services
provider might structure enquiries according to:
• Product Group (e.g. Banking)
» Product (e.g. Current Account)
		º Enquiry type (e.g. Complaint)
2. Specify a self-service offering
Having categorised contacts and identified active areas, develop a self-service
specification to minimise escalations. Addressing the following will help:
• Do many customer contacts relate to product or service issues, such as website bugs,
that you simply need to fix?
• Are there queries that can be solved within the context of a user’s activities – by offering,
for example, hover-over text?
• Are there queries that can be answered via FAQs and knowledge bases?
Your goal is clarity regarding the types of contact that will be addressed via different
methods of self-service. This will enable you to proceed to the next step: writing content
and building functionality to minimise escalations.
You will not be able to solve every enquiry via customer self-service. The ‘80/20’ rule
applies; focus on the 20% of issues driving 80% of query volume.
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“You can have too many knowledgebase articles.
Some companies have 2,000 entries. Customers
can’t interpret that.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, StoryStream
3. Develop functionality and content
Numerous vendors, including Zendesk and Synthetix, offer customer self-service tools –
while some companies elect to build their own.
For self-service, content is king. For full effect, ensure your customer service team has a
strong say in what’s published. A content production panel spanning customer service,
brand, marketing and operations is typical. The panel ensures all stakeholders have a say
in production and prevents self-service articles from morphing into marketing-led content.

“Avoid the tendency to let a knowledge base
turn into a marketing area that does not solve
real customer queries.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, StoryStream
4. Maintain the flow of information into self-service
For escalations to continue to fall, relevant company information must be passed to the
self-service group so it can become visible to customers. A typical process is:
A. The business faces a challenge (for example, a complex billing issue) that triggers
customer queries. Initially, agents are unable to resolve the issue directly.
B. Queries may be escalated to another department, such as finance or operations.
C. After a series of escalations, agents are comfortable resolving the queries themselves.
The agent offers a quicker response than cross-departmental escalation, but the cost of
resolution remains high.
D. A customer self-service solution is released. This can reduce related customer service
queries from a sizeable proportion of total enquiries to a small sub-set.
E. After some time, the business releases a fix to eradicate the issue in the first place.
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“You want a slope of knowledge that flows down, from
all departments, to your customers. This helps prevent
queries in the first place.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, StoryStream
5. Scale self-service before you scale your team
Self-service is a cost-effective way to scale your customer service team because it lowers
overall cost of service and places less reliance on agents.

“Effective self-service lets your business scale without
needing a huge customer service team.”
Kevin Swatridge, Head of Customer Success, StoryStream
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How to use artificial intelligence (AI)
AI is transforming customer service
The shift from voice contacts to text-based communication (email, chat and messaging),
coupled with AI-powered automation, will transform customer service in the coming
decade and beyond.
Below we explain the concept of AI, highlight its benefits and use cases, and describe the
customer service teams for which it’s relevant.
AI is intelligent software
Coined in 1956, AI is a general term which refers to computer hardware or software that
exhibit behaviour which appears intelligent. Basic AI has existed for decades, via simple
rules-based programs that display rudimentary intelligence in specific contexts.
Modern AI typically refers to a set of techniques called ‘machine learning’, where advances
have been rapid and significant. Machine learning is a subset of AI; all machine learning is
AI, but not all AI is machine learning. Machine learning enables programs to learn through
training, instead of being programmed with rules. By processing training data, machine
learning systems provide results that improve with experience.
Increasingly, AI enables traditionally human capabilities – understanding, reasoning,
planning, perception and communication – to be undertaken by software effectively
and at low cost. For an accessible introduction to AI, and analysis of its applications and
implications, read our ‘State of AI’ report at www.mmcventures.com/research.
AI’s ability to understand written and spoken language is highly relevant to the customer
service function.
AI can assist with inbound and outbound customer service activity
In a customer service environment, AI can extract meaning from customer emails, chats
and messages and perform a proportion of the more repetitive tasks typically performed
by a customer service agent.
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AI can perform customer service workflow tasks including:
1. Organising inbound enquiries
Using natural language processing (one form of AI), incoming customer contacts can be
screened, interpreted and organised. This saves customer service agents time tagging
enquiries, enables automated triaging and offers automated routing of contacts to agents
with appropriate skills.
2. Producing outbound responses
After interpreting an enquiry, AI can analyse historic responses to similar enquiries and
automatically generate a suitable and personalised response – ready for a customer
service agent to send. When a system routinely operates above a chosen confidence
threshold, responses can be sent automatically and without agent interaction. Automated
replies are best applied to common and repetitive enquiries, enabling agents to focus on
adding value.
AI can reduce service costs
Deploying AI in customer service offers increased customer satisfaction and employee
morale. These consequences, in turn, improve response times and reduce employee
attrition – together, reducing service costs.
AI improves employee morale and job satisfaction by removing some of the most repetitive
elements of the customer service role. By automatically tagging enquiries and drafting
responses to enquiries that agents see every day, AI lets agents clear backlogs faster and
focus on responses that add greater value.
AI enhances customer satisfaction by offering quicker responses. Customers are
accustomed to using messaging apps in conversations with friends – and receiving
quick replies. AI enables brands to be present on customers’ channels of choice and,
by automating replies, lets customers have conversations at speeds they have come to
expect when messaging their friends.
As well as offering direct cost savings (through lower employee attrition and by enabling
agents to process more enquiries per hour), AI offers secondary savings in areas including
training. If AI can tag contacts, why train agents in this task?
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AI is relevant for a broad range of companies
AI can readily be applied to customer service, given the large volumes of available training
data in the contact centre and the repetitive nature of many customer service tasks. With
AI now coming of age, organisations should take advantage of the technology to avoid
losing competitive advantage.
Any customer service team with sufficient data, a compatible platform and – importantly –
employee support can benefit from AI today.
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To be effective, AI typically requires 100,000 or more historic enquiries for training. Select
an AI solution that can scan these logs in a few hours and achieve full integration in weeks.
Platform integration is also important. Choose a solution that integrates with your contact
centre platform of choice. Finally, implementation success depends on support from your
customer service agents. Select a product that removes repetitive tasks from agents’
workflows and enables them to focus on more varied, satisfying and valuable responses.
DigitalGenius (a company in which we have invested) enables companies to take
advantage of AI in their contact centres. DigitalGenius scans contact logs in hours,
integrates with platforms including Salesforce and Zendesk, and offers a ‘Human+AI’
approach that frees agents from repetitive tasks.
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How to evaluate outsourcing
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Introduction
Outsourcing no longer means offshoring
During the 2000s, customer service outsourcing evoked connotations of offshore call
centres. Changing customer expectations, however, have forced a rethink: customers
want to interact with brands in a way that suits them and are less tolerant of being
transferred to another country.
This shift has led to a rise in multichannel, onshore outsourcing. While primarily
popular among large operators, this chapter shows how you can use an outsourcing
relationship too.

“With customers now in the driving seat, providing a seamless
approach to the customer journey has become the norm.
More businesses are partnering with specialist providers to
deliver a multi-channel service.”
Debra Maxwell, CEO of CRM Solutions, Arvato UK & Ireland
In section one, we consider the decision to outsource – how to assess whether
outsourcing is right for you.
In section two, we describe what to expect from an outsourcer and how to manage
the relationship.
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Should you outsource?
Evaluate considerations of quality and cost
Outsourcing may have the potential to reduce costs and increase quality. Outsourcing
recruitment and training could enable you to save money, while servicing demand more
effectively - particularly during peak times - may improve customer experience.
Before outsourcing to save money, model your fully-loaded costs. Outsourcing
relationships typically start at £20 per hour for under 50 agents. Even at scale, for
thousands of agents, hourly rates may not be discounted by more than 25%. To compare
the cost with your internal expenses, calculate the build-up from an agent’s base salary to
an all-inclusive cost:
Customer Service Cost (per agent, fully loaded, per hour)
£18
£16

£2.70

£16.88

Business
expenses

Fully loaded
cost

£0.55

£14
£4.91

£12
£10
£8

£8.72

£6
£4
£2
£Base salary

Holiday pay

Figures are national averages

Technology
costs

Source: MMC Ventures estimates

Before outsourcing to improve quality, consider whether agents’ workloads can be
reduced by other means – such as customer self-service (chapter three).

“We solve the same issues for our clients day-in, day-out.
Many could be fixed with some website development
or product investment, not an outsourcing contract.”
Director, Customer Service Outsourcer
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How to outsource effectively
Speak an outsourcer’s language – or hire someone who can
Manage an outsourcing relationship in a different way to how you manage an internal
team. Outsourcers, for example, are frequently located in competitive locations where
agents can move companies for marginal increases in salary. Understanding these
dynamics enables a successful outsourcing relationship and requires a manager with
relevant industry experience.

“To manage an outsourcer you need to speak their language.
You need to get the ‘dark arts’ of outsourcing.”
Director, Customer Service Outsourcer
Regularly review the relationship
Managing an outsourcing relationship requires experience and time. A typical review
pattern is:
1. Weekly reviews on location (if not offshore) to discuss: prior week activity; activity in the
coming week; and activity in the following week. The meeting should be attended by
each party’s relationship manager.
2. M
 onthly reviews on location (if not offshore) to discuss: prior month activity; current
month activity; and activity in the following month. Attendees should include each
party’s team head.
3. Q
 uarterly reviews to consider: strategic direction; costs; and longer-term planning.
The meeting should be attended by each party’s head of department.
During quarterly evaluations, managers should consider questions including:
• are hygiene factors, such as cost and service quality, still being met?
• how much of the customer service activity should be outsourced?
• is the size of outsourcer still appropriate (are they a good fit, relative to others?)
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Hedge swings in volume using an outsourcer
It’s common to use an outsourcer to hedge against unexpected increases in contact
volume. To do so successfully, build the relationship in advance. Agree training plans and
arrange technical details.

“It makes sense to have outsourced relationships
that are executable on short notice.”
Bobby Amirahmadi, former Head of Customer Care, Gousto

“It’s good to have a relationship with an
outsourcer as you’ll end up needing them.”
Director, Publicly Listed Online Retailer
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